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Abstract
Nanostructured devices have been able to foster the technology for cell membrane poration.
With the size smaller than the cell, nanostructure allows efficient poration on the cell
membrane. Emerging nanostructures with various physical transduction have been
demonstrated to accommodate effective intracellular delivery. Aside from improving poration
and intracellular delivery performance, the nanostructured device also allows the discovery of
novel physiochemical phenomenon and biological response of the cell. This article provides a
brief introduction to the principles of the nanostructured device for cell poration and outlines
the intracellular delivery capability of the technology. In the future, we envision more
exploration on new nanostructure designs and creative applications in biomedical fields.
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Various technology has been developed to ensure the
formation of pores in the cell membrane without
compromising the cell viability. Electroporation is one of the
most successfully commercialized methods to create
temporary pores in the cell membrane and deliver cargo into
the cell. This method utilizes the electric field to cause a
charge gradient across the cell. The local electric field gradient
around the plasma membrane drives the water molecule thus
increasing the chance for water penetration which at the same
time producing the pore on the membrane [7]. In 1982,
Neumann et al demonstrate that electroporation is able to
transfer the gene into mouse fibroblast cell and it has been
popularly used for transfecting gene to other types of the cell
ever since [8]. The molecular transport on the porated
membrane can be facilitated by the electrical drift for large
molecule or diffusion for small molecule [9]. Unfortunately,
the common bulk process of electroporation is not capable to
produce uniform electric field influence to all the treated cell.
The size and the distribution of the pore on the membrane,

1. Introduction
The capability to access the inner compartment of
mammalian cells is important for biomedical applications.
One such example, like increasing the permeability of the cell
membrane, allows the delivery of chemicals or genetic agent
into the cell which is the stepping stone in manipulating cell
behavior. Introduction of foreign materials into the cells could
induce various cells responses such as modulation of gene
expression and differentiation of specific cell [1–5]. Besides
cargo delivery, intentionally forming pores in the cell
membrane enables the harvesting of the intracellular
component. For decades, researchers collect protein and
nucleic acid from the cell by breaking the cell membrane [6].
This process, popularly known as cell lysis, is conducted by
exposing the cell to chemical agents, either enzymes,
detergent, or by applying mechanical disruption. However,
deteriorating the whole cell membrane will ultimately kill the
cell.
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thus, are not homogeneous and may not allow the specific
substance to be delivered [10].
Aside from chemical agent and electrical field, many other
physical methods have been demonstrated to break cell
membrane efficiently. [11]. Ultrasound acoustic cavitation
shock wave has been able to accommodate DNA transfection
into mammalian cells [12–14]. Moreover, shear stress from
the oscillating bubble produced by the acoustic wave is able
to compromise the cell membrane integrity. Beside acoustic
energy, mechanical force to break the cell membrane can be
introduced by the fluid flow. A high-speed jet flow of solution
with cargo can penetrate the cell seamlessly in vivo [15].
Likewise, shear stress from micromechanical structure also
allows a high transfection rate [16]. Similar to the acoustic
shock wave, the laser can generate highly localized energy
which wounds the cell membrane [17,18]. Although the
throughput is far less than the ultrasonic device, the precision
of the laser allows a specific cell to be targeted with high
efficiency [19,20].
The emerge of nanotechnology has shed light on new cell
membrane poration technology. With the size of up to a few
hundred nanometers, nanotechnology has the perfect scale to
manipulate the cell and its organelles whose dimensions are in
the order of few microns. By using a submicron structure, the
cytosol is accessible for interrogation with minimal disruption
to the cell. In drug delivery study, nanotechnology gains a
huge fame especially due to its role in enhancing the efficacy
and specific targeting of the drug into the target site [21].
Additionally, the power of nanotechnology is capable to
alleviate specific limitation of former cell poration technology
by providing precision and accuracy, reducing the adverse
effect, and increasing yield and efficiency of the method.
In this article, we provide a summary of recent technology
for cell membrane poration that utilizes nanostructures.
Specifically, we discuss the advanced nanostructures that are
implemented as a platform for cell membrane poration.
Therefore, nanoparticles that may be consumed by the cell,
such as quantum dots, silica nanoparticle, and metal
nanoparticle, are not covered in the discussion. We describe
several poration mechanisms of the nanostructure and
categorize it based on the transduction principle that
determines the poration mechanism. We examine the
performance for cargo delivery of the various nanostructurebased cell membrane poration technology. Finally, we will
also provide insight into the new opportunities of
nanotechnology for cell membrane poration and molecular
cell biology applications.

Figure 1. Device operation in nanostructure mechanical
poration. (a) Seeding of the cell on the nanostructure,
adapted with permission from [22], Copyright 2014
Springer Nature. (b) Spatially controlling the
nanostructure, adapted from [23].
the cell which generates discontinuity to the plasma
membrane. In a mammalian cell, lipid bilayer composing the
plasma membrane is typically around 10 nanometers thick and
might vary depending on the chemical content of the layer
[24]. Therefore, a mechanical structure with a larger feature
than the lipid bilayer thickness is supposedly capable to break
the plasma membrane.
Nanostructure has been proven to enhance cell membrane
disruption. For example, nanoscale barb developed by Di
Carlo et al efficiently lysed cell and improves the
accessibilities of the protein content [25]. The barbs have a
really sharp tip with a radius of curvature smaller than 25 nm.
Similar with nanoscale barb, arrays of silicon pillar with a
sharp tip, called nanoblade, can rapidly lyse the cell with better
protein extraction performance compared to chemical cell
lysis [26]. Random formation of the sharp tip such as the
hierarchical silicon nanospikes and nanowires also allow high
throughput protein extraction and at the same time isolating
the genetic materials of the target cells [27–29]. Although the
main reason for improvement for lysate extraction using sharp
nanostructure is not clearly understood, we assume that the
nanostructure acts as a fine grater for the cell. In comparison
to chemical lysis employing detergent to compromise the cell
membrane, mechanical nanostructure combined with the
driving force from the fluid flow rupture the plasma
membrane through strong shear stress owing to the sharp
nanoscale tips. In addition, incorporating detergent or other
chemicals for lysis may cause denaturation of the protein and
other biomolecules. The absence of any chemical in the
mechanical lysis procedure preserves the biochemical content
of the cells. This reason might also explain the higher

2. Mechanical Poration
Mechanical poration is the most straightforward
mechanism for breaking the cell membrane. In general, the
mechanical poration is analogous to surgeon blade cutting the
patient tissue. The mechanical forces cause enough stress on
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extraction yield of the nanostructured devices compared to
chemical lysis.
For cell lysis, the mode of operation is usually by flowing
the cell through the structure. Oftentimes, this type of mode of
operation integrates the nanostructure in a microfluidic
channel where the cell is flown. However, for the cell
poration, the mode of operation needs to ensure it is minimally
invasive to the cell and maintain the cell viability. Figure 1
represents the mode of operation for the cell poration using
mechanical nanostructure. Devices harnessing mechanical
energy for cell poration are usually operated by seeding the
cell right on the nanostructured materials or by controlling the
nanostructure itself. High aspect ratio nanostructures, such as
vertically-aligned nanowires, are capable of direct penetration
to the cell membrane as the cell spread over the substrate [30].
Whereas, a single nanostructure like nanopipette and
nanoneedle, fabricated by modifying AFM tip, can be spatially
manipulated to puncture the cell membrane [31,32].
In the first mode of operation of the cell poration device,
i.e. seeding the cell on the substrate depicted in Figure 1(a),
the penetration of nanostructure is mainly driven by the
properties and the types of the cell itself. Puncturing the
plasma membrane of the stiffer cell requires less strain and
tension compared to the softer cell. Experimental observation
shows that lipid membrane could fail when the tension is 1-10
mN/m and the rupture strain is 1-5% [33–35]. Using
mechanical model, Xie and coworkers calculated critical
tension of membrane failure of 5.6 mN/m and varying rupture
strain: 0.7% for a stiff cell, 2% for a regular cell, and 6% for a
soft cell [30]. The critical tension value does not assure
membrane penetration; it only indicates a threshold value
above which penetration of nanowire will start occurring. The
mechanisms of how vertical nanowire breaks the cell
membrane are described in two ways: impaling and adhesion.
The impaling mechanism specifies that the penetration occurs
when the rounded cell initially contacts the nanowire and the
membrane is deformed by the gravitational force. Therefore,
the cell does not well adhere to the substrate. On the other
hand, the adhesion-mediated mechanism affirms that the cell
membrane deformation occurs over a longer period of time
compared to the impaling mechanism. The binding of the cell
membrane onto the substrate induces a local force between the
nanowire and the membrane. The former mechanism is
suitable to explain the membrane penetration for cells that are
typically grown in suspensions such as B cell and T cell of the
lymphocyte family. However, the impaling mechanism also
suggests that higher aspect ratio and smaller diameter
nanowire is vital to break the cell membrane compared to
adhesion-mediated cell membrane disruption. Shalek et al
demonstrate experimentally that longer and sharper nanowire
with height 2-3 um and a diameter less than 150 nm is required
to ensure effective penetration into mouse B and T cells [36].
Unfortunately, this long and sharp nanowire will reduce the

viability of adherent cells which is likely caused by nuclear
penetration. From their result, obviously, the size and
geometry of the nanostructure also define the poration
performance of the device. Extensive study has shown that the
nanoneedle with cylindrical shape and diameter of less than
400 nm can penetrate non-invasively into human epidermal
melanocyte, HEK293 cell, and breast cancer-derived MCF-7
cell [37]. By increasing the diameter up to 800 nm, the
nanoneedle starts to compromise the viability of all the
aforementioned cells.
Figure 1(b) portrays the second mode of operation which
penetration is caused by controlling the nanostructure. When
manipulating the nanostructure, more parameters beside the
cell properties and nanostructure characteristics need to be
considered. In general, the critical driving factors which
determine the effectiveness of membrane poration using
controllable nanostructure is how the nanostructure is being
moved. The tension generated by the movement of the
nanostructure on the cell membrane is determined by the force
imposed to the membrane. Nanoneedle with a diameter of 200
– 300 nm, force at around 1-2 nN and indentation of more than
1 um is sufficient to puncture the plasma membrane of human
epidermal melanocyte [31,38]. Smaller diameter nanoneedle
with straight side wall requires less force to penetrate the cell
membrane in comparison to the larger and tapered one [38].
Combining arrays of diamond nanoneedles with diameter
around 300 nm and centrifugation with speed 300 – 400 rpm,
Wang et al demonstrated that the system could efficiently
poke fibroblast, and even, primary neuron cells [39]. The
calculated force generated by their system is approximately 2
nN per needle. According to Angle et al, the penetration forces
required to puncture the cell membrane depends on the probe
sharpness but not the properties of the cellular architecture
[40]. Moreover, for low force operation, sharp nanostructure
design with a tip in the size of less than 250 nm is suggested.
A variety of single nanostructure has been conceived with
multiple functionalities such as femtoliter liquid injection,
molecule delivery, organelle probing, and electrical signal
recording [41–44].
Using only mechanical force for cell poration is expected
to not induce obnoxious cell responses due to biochemical
activation which commonly occurs when using chemical
agents or the viral vector [45,46]. Also, specific control over
number and size of pores is possible. As long as the
nanostructure is able to be fabricated, the desired output of
how the structure breaks the cell membrane can be designed.
On the other hand, the fabrication issue remains as the
challenge of the widespread adoption of the mechanical
nanostructure for cell membrane poration. Until now, the
nanofabrication process is usually conducted in a clean room
which does not come cheap. In addition to costly fabrication,
the mechanical nanostructure design might need to be
customized specifically for each cell type, not a kind of one-
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Figure 2. Design of nanoelectroporation device. (a) Single nanochannel electroporation device, adapted with permission
from [52], Copyright 2011 Springer Nature. (b) Arrays of nanochannel with a bulk electrode (left) and nanochannel
electrodes (right), adapted with permission from [53,54], Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
size-fits-all technology. The effectiveness of the nanostructure
for cell poration highly depends on the suitability of the cell
dimension with respect to the structure geometry. For
example, too large deformation experienced by the cell can
lead to harmful mechanotransduction or even DNA damage
due to nuclear deformation [47–51]. Regardless of its complex
design and fabrication method, the nanostructure still provides
a promising future for the cell poration technology.

nanotubes or nanoelectrode gap, the required electrical input
could decrease significantly due to the electrical field
enhancement on the tip of the nanostructure [60–63]. The low
applied voltage in the nanostructure-mediated electroporation
prevents bubble formation which indicates minimal
electrochemical reaction that may compromise cell viability
[64]. Additionally, a high-throughput cell processing device
using electroporation mechanism can be realized with low
energy consumption [65].
Harnessing the nanostructure for electroporation can
uncover a novel mechanism for the cell permeabilization and
cargo delivery transport. The molecular transport process in
bulk electroporation, which permeabilizes the cell membrane
randomly on both poles facing cathode and anode, resembles
the diffusion phenomenon through the long-live pores
[9,66,67]. The diffusion process exhibits a gradual increase of
the concentration of the molecule inside the cell. On the other
hand, the nanochannel electroporation device as in Figure 2(a)
delivers the molecule instantaneously into the cytosolic space
within 30 ms [52]. For comparison, bulk electroporation takes
150 s to achieve the same delivery amount which is 3 order of
magnitude slower than the nanochannel electroporation. The
rapid molecule delivery is theoretically described as a result
of field enhanced particle acceleration inside the channel. The
nanochannel electroporation also allows precise dosage
control by varying the duration of the electric pulse. The

3. Electroporation
Infusing electric field via the nanostructure contributes
several major advantages for cell electroporation. The
commonly used bulk electroporation requires a high voltage
in the order of several kilovolts and creates random pore
formation on the surface of the cell membrane. The high
electric field may lower the cell viability when exposing the
electric field to a larger area of the cell, it may cause an ionic
imbalance in the intracellular environment that could lead to
cell death [55]. The pH around the cathode of the
electroporation system is also prone to change which would
be toxic to the cell [56]. In addition, some electro-sensitive
particles for intracellular delivery such as quantum dots or
negatively charged molecules could aggregate and
dysfunction when transferred using bulk electroporation
[57,58]. In contrast, the nanostructure mediates a localized
electric field which causes gentler disruption yet effective
[59]. When coupled with the nanostructure, such as carbon
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ability to precisely control the amount of molecule delivered
into the cell is clearly unachievable using bulk electroporation.
Nanostructure arrays for electroporation can be constituted
by bulk electrode or nanoelectrodes. Figure 2(b) shows these
different setups. The first setup operates by exploiting the
nanostructure to help enhance the electric field induced by the
bulk electrode that is positioned across the nanochannel
[52,53,68]. Clearly, the electroporation setup is similar to the
bulk electroporation. Nevertheless, the presences of the
nanochannel could improve the field localization when the
electrical field is applied across the cell. The molecular
delivery into the cell is enhanced by electrophoresis thus
controlling the presence of electrical field could modulate the

amount of the delivered molecule. The second setup utilizes
the nanostructure itself as the nanoelectrode [54,69,70]. Using
the later design, selective poration of a specific cell in the same
population is possible by only firing certain nanoelectrode.
Beside temporal selectivity, the nanoelectrode could also act
as a sensing instrument for intracellular signal recording. The
nanometer-sized pores generated by the nanoelectrode
increase the signal quality of the recorded cell action potential
which enables real-time detection of electrical signal
alteration due to drug intake [71].
The nanostructure-enabled electroporation provides
localized permeabilization of the cell membrane with high
intracellular delivery efficacy and minimal disruption even
though the throughput is still limited. In order to ensure the
localized electroporation to take effect, the cell should be in
close contact and tightly sealed to the nanochannel or the
nanoelectrode.
Current
nanostructure-mediated
electroporation technology involves adhesion of the cell to the
nanostructure in order to fulfill this requirement.
Consequently, the system is not suitable for batch processing.
For single cell application, close contact between the cell and
the structure could be achieved by trapping the cell using
optical or acoustic tweezer and locating the cell close to the
nanostructure [72,73].
Another challenge of this technology is the complicated
fabrication. The nanochannel electroporation device by Lee
group exploits the DNA combing and imprinting method
which is a recently developed method by their own group [74].
The nanostraw electroporation device by Melosh group
combines atomic layer deposition method on membrane
template followed by reactive ion etching to expose the hollow
nanowire [75]. The device development requires advance
knowledge in nanofabrication especially for incorporating
new materials in complex geometry [70]. Until now, there are
only a handful of research groups who are working on
nanoelectrode device for cell study due to a limited expertise
in the topic.

4. Optical and Plasmonic Poration
Conductive materials illuminated by electromagnetic
waves that match its resonance frequency could generate a
plasmonic effect which in turn produces enormous energy in
the form of heat [79]. Metallic nanostructure immersed in
water, for example, when irradiated with a laser, produces an
explosive bubble due to superheated water [80]. The energy
that either comes from the thermal heating or the bubble
explosion has been used to enhance membrane
permeabilization of the cell [81]. The heat generation in the
plasmonic nanostructure highly depends on the shape and
geometry of the nanostructure [82]. The local near-field
enhancement of the plasmonic effect could be increased by
tuning the morphology of the nanostructure [83]. The
integration between optical laser system and metallic

Figure 3. Plasmonic nanostructure device for membrane
poration. (a) Crescent-shaped metallic nanostructure,
adapted with permission from [76], Copyright 2015
Springer Nature. (b) Gold nanoparticle layer, adapted
with permission from [77], Copyright 2016 John Wiley
and Sons. (c) Pyramidal sharp-tip gold plasmonic
substrate, adapted with permission from [78], Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society. Scale bar, 10 μm
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nanostructure is able to promote highly effective cell
membrane poration [84].
Similar to the mechanical nanostructure, the plasmonic
nanostructure that is utilized for cell membrane poration can
be in a single structure as well as an arrayed fashion. Chiou
group develop single nanostructure called photothermal
nanoblade which can cut the cell membrane and load various
cargo into a single mammalian cell, ranging from
mitochondria to bacteria [85–88]. The nanostructure is
fabricated by depositing a thin layer of noble metal onto the
surface of the micropipette. Illuminating the metal with a
continuous-wave laser would produce the vapor bubble that
bolsters the breaking of the cell membrane. The process of
vapor bubble generation to cell membrane disruption occurs
in less than 200 ns. This type of plasmonic nanostructure is
able to create a large window in the cell membrane and at the
same time maintains cell viability by conserving the cell
structure and allowing rapid reseal of the cell membrane [76].
The nanostructure is intentionally fabricated in crescent shape
so that it is able to slice the membrane in a “cat-door” shape
[85]. This unique opening shape allows large cargo to be
passed without causing too much loss of the cell membrane
and cytosol content thus preserving the cell health.
Arrays of plasmonic nanostructures, moreover, could
generate pore on a large amount of cell population on the
substrate. Figure 3 presents various substrates that have been
realized including an array of gold nanoparticles, tipless
metallic nanostructures, and sharp-tip metallic nanostructures
[76–78,83]. In addition, by resembling the nanochannel
electroporation device, plasmonic nanotube substrate support
manipulation of the type of the chemicals that need to be
delivered after poration [89]. Spatial control of the poration is
achievable by controlling the position of the laser beam and
the amount of the laser fluence. The sharp tip plasmonic
substrates by Wu et al (Figure 3(a)) and Saklayen et al (Figure
3(c)) require around 55 mJ/cm2 even though the type of
materials they employ is different; the former adopts thin film
of titanium on silicon while the later utilizes gold pyramidal
nanostructure [76,78]. On the other hand, tipless plasmonic
nanostructures such as gold nanoparticle layers in Figure 3(b)
require 150 J/cm2 for effective cell poration which is several
orders of magnitude larger than its sharp tip counterpart [77].
As a side note, high laser energy may be phototoxic and
harmful for the cell viability. Nonetheless, plasmon-based cell
poration device is minimally invasive to the cell considering
the rapid membrane disruption involved during the poration
process. In spite of that, short wavelength spectrum such as
UV has been widely known as a major cause of DNA damage
in the cell. Therefore, a safer device could be developed by
using an infrared laser to avoid any damage to the living cell.
Reducing the laser energy via short pulse laser instead of
continuous illumination may inflict less cell damage even
though could also compromise poration effectivity.

The utilization of laser setup might hurdle the widespread
implementation of the nanoplasmonic device for cell poration.
Optical setup with coherent laser source is complicated and
rather unaffordable in general. The laser needs to scan the
plasmonic substrate which usually occurs slowly depending
on the intended laser fluence. Wu et al reported that this limit
the delivery efficiency of their device [76]. The temporal delay
of the plasmon activation will allow the cell to heal before the
cargo can be delivered. For efficient energy transfer, the laser
excitation wavelength has to be well adjusted according to the
nanostructure morphology [82]. Therefore, a methodical
design of the size, shape, and geometry of the nanostructure
has to be done prior to fabrication because out of resonance
excitation would not produce plasmon effect. Despite these
challenges, the nanoplasmonic poration device can be
integrated with other application such as the biosensor.
Surface plasmon resonance has been intensively developed for
sensing and quantization of assorted biomolecules [90]. In
addition, the plasmon excitation might also be generated using
electrically pumped nanolaser that can be monolithically
combined with the nanostructure substrate [91–93]. These
technologies will definitely improve mainstream adoption of
the nanoplasmonic method for cell membrane poration in the
future.

5. Discussion
The cell poration could provide direct access into the
intracellular compartment of the cell. Naturally, cellular
uptake proceeds through the endocytic pathway which is
mediated by copious proteins and biomolecules [94]. The
chemical substances captured with the aid of endocytosis is
then consigned into the vesicle. The majority of foreign
particles are perceived as a threat to the cell, therefore, the
vesicle function as a trap for unwanted substances. Particles
that are unable to escape will follow a degradation procedure
by the lysosome. From this perspective, the ability to flee the
vesicular trap is the rate-determining step for particle uptake
during endocytosis. In contrast, direct cytosol access allows
cargo from the extracellular environment to bypass the
endosomal pathway. The creation of pore by the nanostructure
could facilitate particle transport through diffusion or other
physicochemical approaches which is not particularly
depending on how the cell responds to the particle. Therefore,
the cell poration allows delivery of cargo beyond genetic
materials such as protein, artificial nanoparticles, organelles,
or even bacteria. Delivering those substances into the cell may
allow stem cell reprogramming, organelle labeling,
measurement of the intracellular environment, and tracking
the intracellular dynamics [95–98].
The delivery efficiency using the nanostructure is different
for each technology based on the mode of operation, type of
cell, the geometry of the structure, and the type of cargo. The
majority of the single nanostructure can successfully deliver
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cargo due to precise control of the structure into the cell, or by
moving the cell to the nanostructure. Earlier version of this
technology employed micromanipulator to steer the
nanostructure [32,41,85,86,88,99]. Later on, the nanostructure
is often fabricated along the AFM probe, therefore, the
positioning of the structure can achieve nanoscale resolution
using the piezoelectric actuator [31,37,43,59]. For the same
purpose, manipulating the cell position using optical tweezer
has also been demonstrated [52]. Even though single
nanostructure manipulation can deliver cargo effectively, this
process limits the study into a single cell. Scaling up the cargo
delivery process of the single nanostructure may be assisted
by automating the nanostructure manipulation using threedimensional stage controller. The automatic stage apparatus,
called CellBee, is able to handle up to 10 cells/min [100].
More favorable approach to increase the cargo delivery
throughput is by applying arrays of the nanostructure and
interfacing them with a population of cells. A summary of the
delivery performance of nanostructure arrays is listed in Table
1. In a special case, the nanostructure arrays may perform
intracellular delivery in the tissue-level domain such as
plasmid DNA delivery to promote neovascularization of
muscle tissue [101,102]. Various types of nanostructures have
demonstrated successful cargo delivery into living cells and
each of them has their own superiority over the others.
Nanostructure mechanical poration requires no other
supporting instrument such as the signal generator or laser
setup. However, mechanical poration is usually less effective
in delivering nucleic acid compared to electrical-based
poration technology due to the lack of electrical driving force
of the charged molecule. For electrical poration, the dosage of
the delivered particle may be controlled through the amount
of electric pulse. Yet, close contact of the cell and the
nanostructure is required in order process to take effect. This
is a huge challenge for the suspension-grown cell. Plasmonicbased nanostructure poration allows larger pore to be created
without adverse effect to the cell health. But the number of the
treated cell is limited to the laser scanning speed due to the
typical laser beam spot only allows a small area to be exposed.
Upon cell poration by the nanostructure, treated cells can
be harvested by following common cell culture procedures.
Cells grown in suspension can be removed directly from the
nanostructured device and restored back in the incubator for
further use. Treated adherent cells are usually incubated on the
device for 24 hours [103,104]. After incubation, the cells are
detached by trypsin and washed. Subsequently, harvested cells
can be examined by various biological assays.
In general, cell membrane poration using the
nanostructures can preserve the cell viability of the cell in the
range of 75% to 98%. However, delivery efficiency is highly
diverse (see Table 1). Small molecules, such as propidium
iodide and calcein, have the highest delivery efficiency. This
condition happens due to two main reasons. First, small

molecules with small radius will diffuse faster due to the
transport kinetics. Therefore, small molecules will accumulate
quickly in the cell resulting in more delivery efficiency.
Incorporating active actuator such differential pressure
chamber may assist the delivery of larger molecule [76].
Although less size-dependent diffusion takes the role in the
process, the delivery efficiency for large cargo is still unable
to match small molecule efficiency. The second reason is the
varying degree of membrane repair time depending on the
wound size. Larger pore tends to be repaired faster due to Ca2+
signaling while small pore repair takes longer time thus stay
stable for a longer period of time [9]. In the presence of Ca2+
ion at physiological concentration, the plasma membrane
usually reseals in as few as 30 seconds [105]. Delivery of
small molecules may reach up to 95% efficiency using a
variety of nanostructure device. For large cargo such as
bacteria, the delivery efficiency that has been achieved is 50%
by plasmonic nanostructure device which offers rapid
membrane poration [76]. An important thing to note is that
transfection of the cell using naked DNA plasmid is less likely
to succeed. Oftentimes, the nucleic acid is coupled with
liposome to facilitate the transport to the nucleus [106].
Hence, cargo pre-treatment may be needed to achieve high
delivery efficiency.

6. Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we have reviewed recent nanostructured
devices for cell membrane poration. The nanostructures
discussed in here utilize the physical approach to generate
temporal disruption in the cell membrane. The proof-ofprinciple works described here demonstrate that nanostructure
allows high delivery efficiency of various cargo into the cell
without excessive reduction to cell viability. Nanostructure
enables precision control over how much cargo is delivered,
which cells are targeted, and when the intracellular delivery is
intended, unlike bulk cell membrane poration method. The
power of nanostructured device for intracellular delivery
makes it possible to uncover novel biological mechanism such
as the pathogen-host interaction in population-level
observation instead of a single cell. Aside from cargo delivery,
the nanostructured device also plays a significant role in
interfacing the biosystem with engineering toolsets [107,108].
The tiny feature of the nanostructure is non-invasive for longterm intracellular and extracellular signal probe [109,110].
The details on nanostructure for cellular electrical recording
have been covered elsewhere [111–115]. The nanostructure
devices could also assist in developmental biology study. For
example, engineering the nanostructure materials and
dimension has been demonstrated to stimulate neural cultures,
improve cartilage cell proliferation, and influence stem cell
fate [116–120]. Nevertheless, there is still room for
improvement of creative nanotechnology for cell membrane
poration and cellular studies.
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It is important that future research investigate how living
cell interacts with nanostructures as limited studies have been
done in this area [107,121,122]. A serendipitous response of
the cell when interacting with the structure may or may not be
desired for the overall performance for cell poration. Culturing
the cell in the nanostructured environment can induce various
cell response such as a change in proliferation and
differentiation [123,124]. Therefore, understanding cellnanostructure interfaces may provide guidance on how to
optimize current technology to increase delivery efficiency
without compromising cell health.
Another challenge is the limitation in nanofabrication
which relying mostly on lithographic method. Until now,
nanofabrication of a specific design is popularly conducted via
lithography, either bottom-up or top-down approach. Even
though innovative nanofabrication method has been
investigated,
conventional
techniques
such
as
photolithography and e-beam lithography are the ones that are
widely available in academic and industrial settings [125–
127]. Novel research demonstrates that non-lithography
techniques are able to fabricate a well-controlled
nanostructure such as the vertically aligned nanowire
[128,129]. Recently, plasmonic nanostructure for cell poration
can also be fabricated using self-assembly of colloidal
nanoparticle[130].
For ex vivo application like immunotherapy, a highthroughput intracellular delivery is an utmost importance.
Current nanostructure device on average can achieve around
~105 cells each processing time. In the clinical trial, a
processing of 108 – 109 cells is required depending on the
dosage [131]. To achieve this outcome, the viral vector is still
a preferred choice for the adoptive immune therapy as a huge
number of engineered cells can be manufactured [132].
However, engineering cells through viral vector tend to be
labor intensive and handling viral agent requires some degrees
of expertise. Viral vector transfection is also limited by the
number and size of the gene to package [133]. Improving
current nanostructured device may bridge this gap by offering
high throughput cell processing. Novel nanostructure design
or hybrid technology by combining multiple physical
approaches may be able to unravel improved performance of
the technology. The possibility offered by nanotechnology
warrants more exploration for future research in cell
membrane poration application.
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Table 1. Nanostructure Arrays for Intracellular Delivery

No.

Type of Nanostructure
Arrays

1.

Vertically aligned silicon
nanowire [36,103]
Diameter < 150 nm
Height = 1-3 μm

2.

Diamond nanoneedle array
[39,134]
Diameter = 300 – 500 nm
Height = 4.5 – 7.5 μm

Transduction
Principle

Type of Cell

Type of
Cargo

Mechanical

Dendritic cells
B cells
T cells
Macrophages
NK Cells
NIH3T3
Hippocampal neuron

DNA
RNA
Protein

NIH3T3
A549
Hippocampal neuron

EthD-1
Dextran
QD
Antibody
DNA

Mechanical

Delivery Performance:
Delivery Efficiency (%D)
Cell Viability (%V)

%D < 95%

Remarks

Effective for various
immune cells

%V < 95%

%D: EthD-1 < 80%
%D: 3k Dextran < 60%
%D: 20 nm QD < 60%
%D: Antibody < 35.5%
%D: DNA < 45%

Implemented using
common centrifugation
system

%V < 92%
Microfabricated silicon
nanoneedle arrays with
tapered wall [135] or
straight wall [23,136]
Diameter = 23 – 200 nm
Height = 12 – 25 μm

Mechanical

4.

Vertically aligned carbon
nanofiber arrays for RNAi
[137,138]
Diameter = 100 nm
Height = 10 – 17 μm

Mechanical

CHO-K1

shRNA
DNA

5.

Carbon nano-syringe array
[139]
Diameter = 50 nm
Height = 40 – 160 nm

Mechanical

NIH3T3

DNA

6.

Silicon hollow nanoneedle
array [140]
Diameter = 250 – 500 nm
Height = 5 μm

Mechanical

NIH3T3
HEK293

Dextran
DNA

%D < 70%

Requiring saponin for
delivery

7.

Nanostraw [75]
Diameter = 100 nm
Height = 1 μm

Mechanical

CHO
HeLa

Ion
Dye
DNA

%D: Co2+ < 70%
%D: Alexa Fluor < 40%
%D: DNA < 10%

Highly dense structures
at around 107 straws/cm2

8.

ZnO Nanowire in
microchannel
[141]
Diameter = 37 nm
Height = 530 nm

3.

9.

10.

Silicon nanochannel
electroporation [68,142]
Pore size = 650 nm
Aluminum nanospike
electroporation [64]

HeLa
NIH3T3
DU145

Dextran
Protein
DNA

%D: 70k Dextran < 40%
%D: Cre enzyme < 40%
%D: DNA < 34%
%V < 90%

%D: shRNA < 89%
%D: 2 DNAs < 76.7%

%D < 34%
%V < 85%

Mechanical

Electrical

Electrical

Molecular
beacon

MCF-7

H9C2
NK-92
Mouse embryonic
fibroblast

Nucleotide
DNA

HeLa

Propidium
iodide (PI)

12

%D < 59%
%V < 83%

%D: ODN < 73%
%D: DNA < 74%
%D: OSKM < 10%

Higher delivery
performance by
oscillating the
nanostructure

Co-delivery of multiple
genes

Hollow tubes of the
nanosyringe allows
cargo loading prior to
cell poration

Pressure-driven
microchannel utilizing
PDMS membrane to
move cell to the
nanowire

Precise control over
delivered cargo at single
cell level

%V < 90%
%D < 93%
%V < 93%

Low voltage operation
without any bubble
generation
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11.

12.

13.

14.

Author et al

Nanostraw electroporation
[53]
Diameter = 250 nm
Height = 1.5 μm

Electrical

Hollow nanoelectrodes [54]
Diameter = 400 nm (outer),
250 nm (inner)
Height = 1.8 μm

Electrical

Gold nanoparticle layers
[77]
Roughness = 500 nm

Plasmonic pyramid array
substrate [78,84]
Base length = 2.4 μm
Height = 1.4 μm

CHO
HEK293

PI
DNA

%D: PI < 95%
%D: DNA < 81%
%D: 2 DNAs < 74%

Dosage control and codelivery of multiple
genes

%V < 95%
%D < 80%
NIH3T3

PI
%V < 98%

Plasmonic

Plasmonic

HeLa
HUVEC
Mouse embryonic
fibroblast

Dextran
DNA

%V < 95%

Calcein
Dextran

HeLa

%D: 4.4k Dextran < 54%
%D: DNA < 53%

%D: Calcein < 95%
%D: 10k Dextran < 79%
%D: 70k Dextran < 70%
%D: 150k Dextran < 68%
%D: 500k Dextran < 24%
%D: 2m Dextran < 16%

Low voltage with spatial
control

4-fold transfection
efficiency compared to
lipofection

Handle up to 50,000
cells/min

%V < 98%

15.

Biopohotonic laser-assisted
surgery tool [76]
3 μm diameter of hole
arrays with crescent-shaped
Ti nanostructure

Plasmonic

Calcein
Dextran
Protein
Polystyrene
beads
Bacteria

HeLa
NHDF
PB-MDM
RPTEC

%D: 20 nm beads < 93%
%D: 200 nm beads < 87%
%D: 500nm beads < 79%
%D: 1 μm beads < 75%
%D: 2 μm beads < 62%
%D: Bacteria < 57.9%

Pressure driven cargo
delivery system

%V < 90%

16.

Hollow plasmonic gold
nanotube [89]
Diameter = 180 nm (outer),
90 nm (inner)

Plasmonic

NIH3T3

PI

13

–

Spatial and temporal
control over porated
cells

